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ject

Which root means throw? Which root means light?

A
autoB
ruptC

transA
photoB
specC

fract

Which root means break? Which root means form?

A
jectB
formC

selfA
lightB
shapeC
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Before her audition, Kaci's stomach
was like a trampoline being jumped on.

What is the most likely meaning of the underlined
simile.

What is the most likely meaning of the underlined
simile.

A Kaci auditioned for a trampoline 
commercial.

Henry was nervous and jittery.

Henry's cat jumped up onto 
his lap.
When the movie was done, 
Henry jumped on his cat.

B Kaci's stomach felt unsettled.
C

A

B

C

After he watched the scary movie, 
Henry was as jumpy as a cat.

Kaci's stomach hurt from 
jumping on a trampoline.

A strong wind made the shingles on 
the roof tremble like scared children.

What is the most likely meaning of the underlined
simile.

What is the most likely meaning of the underlined
simile.

A Children were on the roof shaking
the shingles.

Preston feeds his books to hungry 
tigers.
Preston has a strong desire to
read often.
Preston enjoys reading books 
about tigers.

B Children were scared of the roof.
C

A

B

C

Preston loves to read and goes 
through books like a hungry tiger.

The wind made the shingles 
shake back and forth.
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Checkers is hard.

Sue and Todd were playing checkers
in the living room. Todd was feeling 
frustrated. Of the last six games, 
Sue had won them all.

Sue takes a break to get a snack.
While she is gone, Todd switches the
pieces on the board.

A Todd doesn’t play games.
B
C Todd is frustrated.

What is the main problem?

by cheating
A getting a snack
B
C switching to a

new game

How does Todd try to solve his problem?

That Sue was cheating too.

Todd jumps 3 of Sue’s pieces and wins
the game. Sue says “did you move my 
pieces?”. Todd admits he was tired of 
losing. He feels horrible.

A Cheating doesn’t feel good.
B
C Todd always wins.

What does Todd learn?

lying is okay
A cheating is fun
B
C cheaters never win

What is the central message of this story?

Sue says. "When you cheat, it doesn't 
count!" Tim said. "I guess cheating 
feels even worse than losing."
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He would get to travel.
A He would become a hero.
B
C He would get rich and famous.

Eric wanted to be a professional 
athlete. He thought it would be 
great to be on the road. He loved
traveling across America.

According to Eric, what is the benefit 
of being a professional athlete?

He likes cards, they are easier 
to trade.

A He does not like collecting anything.
B

How is Jerry different from Jenny?

Only fairy tales should be read at that time.

A Kids get used to being sleepy when reading.

B

Mrs. Angelica's thinks reading to kids
at bedtime gets them used to being 
sleepy whenever they read books. 
This becomes a problem when they 
read at school during the day. 

What does Mrs. Angelica think about 
reading books at bedtime?

The twins liked collecting things. 
Jenny collected small horses. Jerry 
collected baseball cards. He liked them 
because they were easy to trade.

Leo feels that astronauts are not paid
enough.

A Leo thinks it would be cool to be an
astronaut.

B

How is Leo's point of view different from Ernie's?

Leo thought it would be amazing to be an 
astronaut. You get to see a view of the 
Earth!Ernie thought being an astronaut 
would not be so fun. You're trapped in a 
little spaceship all day.
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plant

nor

Choose the word that is a coordinating conjunction.

A

B

bikeC

does

have

A

B

orC

yet

roller

A

B

funC

look

so

A

B

helpedC

Wendy could not plant her garden in 
the rain, nor could she bike to the 
store.

Choose the word that is a coordinating conjunction.

The roller coaster was incredibly 
scary yet really fun.

Choose the word that is a coordinating conjunction.

Hayden could not find his phone, so 
we all helped him look for it.

Choose the word that is a coordinating conjunction.

The new restaurant does not have 
burgers or chicken on the kids' 
menu.
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Mary will donate her
shirt collection

once she cleans out
her closet.

Choose the segment that is a dependent clause.

A

B

After school is finished

you can come over
and play

A

B

Mary will donate her shirt collection 
once she cleans out her closet.

Choose the segment that is a dependent clause.

After school is finished, you can 
come over and play.

Kyla got a doughnut

since she was early

Choose the segment that is a dependent clause.

A

B
Although Harry worked
hard
he did not make
the team.

A

B

Kyla got a doughnut since she was 
early.

Choose the segment that is a dependent clause.

Although Hary worked hard, he did 
not make the team.
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